A breakthrough discovered at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology...

This may be the most important medical discovery in decades and it could earn you a fortune!

Blood loss is among the leading cause of surgical complications. This newly developed technology from MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) stops surgical bleeding in seconds. It's a discovery could be worth a fortune and only one company has it:

Arch Therapeutics (OTCBB: ARTH)

This game-changing product could
ultimately disrupt a $32 billion market and propel ARTH to stunning highs.

Expect 300% to 500% gains in 2013 and much more over the long term.

Arch Therapeutics holds exclusive license to a medical breakthrough that could

✔️ Save countless lives,
✔️ Save billions in medical costs and
✔️ Propel ARTH into medical investing record books.

Get some money on the table now...this can be big!

To the Informed Investor:

Medical breakthroughs often become huge moneymakers for ground-floor shareholders, but nothing I've seen in recent memory is as far-reaching as this.

The stock I recommend for immediate consideration is Arch Therapeutics (OTCQB: ARTH).

Within months, Arch Therapeutics could become the most talked about medical company on the planet and its stock, ARTH, could be selling three- to five-times what you can get in for today.

The reason is simple.

Arch Therapeutics is preparing to release a ground-breaking new medical product that could benefit the entire global population.

Yes, I mean everyone, over seven billion people in a market exceeding $32 billion!
This revolutionary medical product, called AC5™, is reported to do one thing better than anything else on the market today....

When applied to an incision or wound, AC5™ stops the bleeding and seals the wound almost instantly.

Bleeding is a fact of life, yet despite all the medical advances made in our lifetimes, bleeding control has stayed largely unchanged for over 100 years.

Recently however, researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) developed a breakthrough for bleeding control.

One noted surgeon calls AC5™ the “Holy Grail”. Another calls it a “gamechanger” that he would use in “80% of my cases.”

From an investor’s point-of-view, ARTH is one of the best growth opportunities I’ve seen in years; I urge you to act on this immediately!

This is a pivotal time for investors to move on ARTH. From here on in...

► All progress to market amplifies ARTH growth potential.

► Every announcement carries significant potential for share price gains.

► By the end of the year, ARTH could be a $3.00 to $5.00 stock and climbing.

► Longer term, ARTH could be a $20 stock or better either through global market gains or acquisition by a major such as Johnson and Johnson, maker of Band-Aid® products.

The lengthy research and development phase is complete; Arch Therapeutics now enters the final phases that lead to market release. Closing in fast, this opportunity is one to act on immediately.

_in my view, this is a slam-dunk for biotech investing._

**An urgent investment opportunity**

This is such a revolutionary product, a real game-changer, that news of AC5™ and Arch Therapeutics could spread like wildfire through medical and investment communities.

If you are thinking of getting ARTH into your portfolio at today’s bargain price, then make your move
immediately. These may be the final moments of ARTH as a ground-floor investment.

As soon as investors get wind of this, I anticipate a flood of buying that could get started at any time now.

Currently trading around one dollar, the short-term potential for ARTH to hit the $3.00 to $5.00 mark can be driven by a cascade of post-R&D developments.

**Nothing like it for bleeding control**

Arch Therapeutics’ AC5™ is an incredible product, a gel composed of common peptides that when applied to a wound (surgical or trauma) instantly forms an organic mesh that stops the bleeding in seconds.

Medical professionals and surgeons are already clamoring for AC5™ by recognizing the enormous positive impact it offers in surgical procedures. AC5™ could completely change how surgeons control bleeding.

Experienced biomedical investors will tell you that the very best time to maximize the profit potential of your buy is at the point where the company moves from pre-clinical trials to the final clinical trials that lead to regulatory approval and marketing. I strongly recommend that you make your move on ARTH as soon as possible. Two key facts drive that recommendation:

1. Arch Therapeutics’ AC5 is a breakthrough that if approved by regulators stands to skyrocket into hospitals worldwide.
2. AC5 is also classified as a “medical device” so regulatory approval can move much faster than pharmaceuticals.
Here’s how AC5 works and why it might quickly become the most widely used bleeding control and wound sealant on the planet.

The investment potential in ARTH ranks among the best I’ve seen. This product, AC5, may soon have a place in every one of the billions of first aid kits sold worldwide.

**A**

Bleeding is a common surgical challenge that presents significant additional risks to the patient, especially in procedures where profuse bleeding can be expected.

**B**

AC5 is a gel that can be easily applied. It is simply squirted onto the incision (or the wound in the case of trauma). There are no special procedures or prep required.

**C**

AC5 rapidly creates a physical barrier in the nooks and crannies of the tissue and promptly stops bleeding and fluid leaks.

**D**

Once the incision heals, AC5™ is naturally absorbed and passes from the body.
Bleeding control consumes 30% to 50% of time and resources in surgical procedures. Arch Therapeutics’ AC5™ stops bleeding almost instantly clearing the way for better procedures, better outcomes and significantly lower costs. Because it is transparent, doctors can see through as they work, performing what Arch Therapeutics has dubbed, “Crystal Clear Surgery.”

**A $4 billion market today projected to hit $7 billion over the next four years!**

Right out of the gate, Arch Therapeutics’ AC5™ promises to dramatically impact this rapidly growing market. Many, if not most of the bleeding control products currently in use are fraught with problems that AC5™ addresses and eliminates.

“The hemostasis market is clearly in search of products that work better, faster, and more reliably. AC5™ is designed to do that. Arch believes its products will be significantly superior to what is currently available.”

Once AC5™ establishes its foothold in the operating room, its use can go viral. Initial revenue could quickly pass $550 million annually. Adjusted to market growth, that’s a billion dollar in revenue for Arch Therapeutics...and that’s just from surgical procedures.

Its full potential as a wound care product could propel Arch Therapeutics revenue into tens-of-billions! (More about that in a moment!)

“According to MedMarket Diligence, LLC, approximately 114 million surgical and procedure-based wounds occur annually worldwide, including 36 million from surgery in the US, all of
A stealth move into European surgeries first...with American surgeries next on the list!

Arch Therapeutics plans introducing AC5™ to Europe first, where faster approval processes could have surgeons using it within a year. Reports of improved procedures and outcomes should quickly push AC5™ into American surgeries.

Expect bigger push from the guys who pay the medical bills: health insurers and government agencies.

Bleeding complications are leading causes for extended hospitalization time and poor patient outcomes, costing billions that could be virtually eliminated with the use of Arch Therapeutics’ AC5™.

- In surgery, bleeding consumes 30% to 50% of the resources needed to complete the procedure. AC5™ could cut that to near zero.
- Bleeding accounts for more in-surgery complications than any other cause.
- Complications of bleeding trigger significantly longer hospital stays and more time spent in intensive care.
- It exposes patients to the high risk of blood transfusions needed to maintain blood volume.
- Tragically, it also accounts for more negative patient outcomes and deaths.

The following charts¹ show the impact that bleeding complications have on the average time in hospital intensive care (ICU) and overall length-of-stay (LOS)².
Bleeding complications can double or triple of days in ICU and length of stay in hospital care. The impact on medical costs is equally stunning, pushing costs to double a normal procedure.

My conclusion is that AC5™, once released to the medical world, can rapidly reduce the risk and expense of bleeding management and greatly improve patient outcomes. As an investment, I rarely see an opportunity this good.
blood flow in seconds rather than minutes... up to 30-times faster in many applications!

The chart below shows how quickly AC5™ stops bleeding. The barely discernable green bars illustrate the time required for AC5™ to achieve hemostasis (bleeding stopped) compared to the control times in red.

To surgeons, these can be stunning figures. Bleeding stopped in 10 seconds rather than five minutes...that can be a life in some situations.

Keep in mind, medical developments are among the most keenly watched sectors on Wall Street. Professional investors recognize that the time to move on a promising new product is before regulatory approval, not after.

You are definitely hearing about ARCH at the right time.

HERE’S WHERE THIS GETS REALLY BIG

AC5™ is an entirely new solution to wound care with clear potential for global use...and for buyout!

For decades, wound management has seen nothing new come to market, only a few specialty products for unique situations and limited application.

Despite the dearth of innovation, wound management and bleeding control is a massive $32 billion market projected worldwide to near $40 billion mid-decade!

Enter Arch Therapeutics and AC5™. As a spray-on wound care product, AC5™ could dominate this space. Bandages, sutures, wound closure products...all face sharp sales losses, if not obsolescence, once AC5™ enters market.

So simple, anyone can use it!

Arch Therapeutics reports that AC5™ can be “squirted or sprayed” onto the wound site, immediately stopping bleeding and sealing the wound.
At Home: It could replace every bandage in your medicine chest. Just spray it on; bleeding stops and the wound is sealed. Carry AC5™ anywhere; use it any time.

On the Scene: AC5™ could be a life-saver at the scene of a crisis. For a bleeding accident victim blood loss can be controlled faster and more effectively than gauze dressing and compression.

In the military: Bleeding is the leading cause of death on the battlefield. AC5™ could become standard issue to every soldier and become one of the vital life-saving tools in a medic’s first aid pack.

When you look at the global reach and numbers for AC5™, it could be the fastest growing medical product to be introduced in decades!

The ubiquitous Band-Aid® is a Johnson & Johnson’s heritage products. AC5™ in broad distribution could render it all but obsolete. About time too! Band-Aid has been the go-to solution for nearly 100 years!
The Common bandage: 100-years-old and soon-to-be OBSOLETE!

As an easily applied spray or ointment, AC5™ could entirely disrupt the enormous $32 billion global market for wound management products.

✓ In everyday life, it could replace the bandages in your medicine chest.

✓ In the operating room, accident scenes and battlefield, it could save lives.

✓ And if you act on this now, it could be one of the best investment decisions of your life.

ARTH has buy out potential written all over it!

My guess is that someone big is going to take ARTH out, paying an enormous premium to own this exciting new technology.

Top of my acquisition prospect list is Johnson & Johnson (JNJ).

AC5™ has the potential to demolish JNJ sales in its wound-care products. This includes its heritage brand, Band-Aid, which along with all its products in consumer wound care category generated $1 billion in sales for JNJ last year.

And that’s just JNJ. Hundreds of companies operate in this space, and every one of them face enormous challenges from Arch Therapeutics advancing AC5™ from surgical to tertiary health care and consumer markets.
Top buyout prospects for Arch Therapeutics include:

**Johnson & Johnson**

JNJ operates an enormous medical products division, which includes products (beyond just Band-Aids) that would face significant market share challenges from AC5™.

With market penetration already in place, plus a preexisting and aggressive strategy for acquiring promising new medical technologies, JNJ is my #1 pick as a potential buyer.

**Abbott Labs**

Among the leading products from Abbott are Vascular: stents, vessel closure devices, and other vascular technologies. AC5™ could be a natural fit in this product mix.

**Boston Scientific**

A worldwide developer of medical devices used in a range of specialties, including cardiac and vascular surgery. Boston Scientific is best known for the Taxus Stent, a drug-eluting stent which is used to open clogged arteries.
You need to stay ahead of this by making your moves now.

**Six key reasons why you can expect Arch Therapeutics AC5™ product to be quickly adopted by surgeons worldwide.**

From Arch Therapeutics:

1. **AC5™ can make surgery and interventional care faster and safer** by reducing bleeding and stop leaking from organs during procedures.

2. First introduction of AC5™ will be in the surgical environment where AC5™ can be used to stop profuse bleeding promptly.

3. AC5™ is shown to be simple, safe and effective in animal trials and is expected to enter human trials shortly.

4. Versatile and fast acting, AC5™ can be especially valuable in laparoscopic surgeries.

5. It is non-sticky, transparent (can operate through it), and can be administered with readily available instruments. In its ultimate product form, it could be administered as easily as a spray or salve, readily accessible to anyone.

6. Inexpensive to manufacture, AC5™ could rapidly achieve
A stellar team of medical researchers and practitioners developed AC5™ and will now direct its market debut through Arch Therapeutics.

The people behind AC5™ are as good as it gets. Most are MDs or PhDs with impressive medical, academic, and surgical careers and worldwide fame. I believe this team was a key factor in landing the exclusive license for AC5™, beating out numerous competitors vying for the technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Background and Expertise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avtar Dhillon, MD</td>
<td>Chairman</td>
<td>Dr. Dhillon is the former President &amp; Chief Executive Officer of Inovio Pharmaceuticals, Inc. He has rich experience in several deals that include global giants, Merck and Wyeth (now Pfizer).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Rosenthal, PhD</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Dr. Rosenthal is a leading expert in medical technology, successfully commercialized hundreds of unique medical products over 37 years in senior R&amp;D roles for medical technology companies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrence W. Norchi, MD</td>
<td>President, CEO, Director, Co-Founder</td>
<td>Dr. Norchi was the lead portfolio manager of the world’s second largest healthcare mutual fund and the US pharmaceutical analyst while at Putnam Investments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven A. Kates, PhD</td>
<td>VP of Technology</td>
<td>A world leading chemist and industry expert in peptide design and manufacture in the biopharmaceutical industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William M. Cotter</td>
<td>Chief Operating Officer</td>
<td>30 years of operational experience in Medical Devices, Diagnostics, Biologics and Life Science companies, including Johnson &amp; Johnson.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Elaine Whitmore, PhD      | VP of Regulatory Affairs           | 25 years of extensive experience in regulatory planning and strategy for medical products, including hemostasis and tissue.
Johnson.

Roger Gregory, PhD;  
*Scientific Advisor*  
A physical biochemist with over 30 years of experience in protein chemistry and analysis. He is Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry at and former Chair of Chemistry Dept. at Kent State University.

Sharon O’Kane, PhD;  
*Scientific Advisor*  
Served as Chief Scientific Officer and Director at Renovo and holds over 300 company patents and applications.

Victor Garsky, PhD;  
*Scientific Advisor and Consultant*  
35 years in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology with Wyeth Laboratories, Bachem California, and most recently 25 years with Merck Research Laboratories where he headed the Peptide Synthesis Laboratory.

Floyd D. Loop, MD;  
*Past CEO, Cleveland Clinic (*’89–’04); Cardiothoracic Surgeon.*  
Dr. Loop is a distinguished cardiothoracic surgeon and former chief executive of The Cleveland Clinic. He has earned an international reputation in coronary artery surgery performing 12,000 open-heart operations and authoring 350 papers on cardiovascular surgery.

William T. Denman, MBChB, FRCA;  
*Medical Advisor*  
Massachusetts General Hospital Anesthesiologist, Clinical Trial Investigator; Past Chief Medical Officer of Covidien, Chief Medical Officer at GE Healthcare. Currently practices at Massachusetts General Hospital with academic affiliation at Harvard Medical School.

Steve Schwartzberg, MD, FACS;  
*Past President of SAGES, Surgeon.*  
Chief of Surgery at Cambridge Health Alliance, adjunct professor at Tufts University, and Visiting Associate Professor at Harvard Medical School.
Jeremy Ollerenshaw, PhD;  
*Scientific Advisor*  

Technical Leader in  
Research and  
Engineering  
Department, Kimberly-Clark Health Care. 11  
years in academic  
medical research at the  
University of Leicester  
in the UK and at Emory  
University in Atlanta,  
where he was Instructor in Medicine.

**ARTH** is a stock that could readily triple in weeks... but longer term, AC5™ technology is so revolutionary that it could soar to stunning heights I can only imagine at this stage.

**I recommend ARTH as an immediate and aggressive buy.**

If you can get in for under $2.00, I recommend that you do so immediately.

I see ARTH as one of the best finds of my career, a potential blockbuster for shareholders as well as being a top-tier medical breakthrough that could one day save your life.

*Don’t miss this one.*

**What YOU Should Consider Now**

Learn more about Arch Therapeutics, (ARTH) by visiting their website at [www.archtherapeutics.com](http://www.archtherapeutics.com)

Go online now or call your discount broker to invest in Arch Therapeutics, (ARTH).

Join the hundreds of investors who are profiting from my Speed Retirement System and receive my buy, hold and sell recommendations on ARTH and other stocks.
A company like Arch Therapeutics and its stock can rise on its own merits, in ARTH’s case substantially...

...and here’s how to find more gains with my Speed Retirement System strategy:

It’s vital you don’t miss my up to the minute buy-sell and hold alerts that have helped investors just like you start seeing their retirement dreams realized in as little as 5 short years. Here’s how.

**Speed your way to retirement in as little as 5 years?**

I’ve been helping investors make money for nearly 15 years—when the economy was booming...crashing...or dead flat.

Since 2007, the year I first started documenting my trades, I’ve averaged 76.2% profits. My average net gain is 32%, and that includes all the losers.

In fact, if you’d had access to my trades since 2007, you could have turned $10,000 into $2.2 million, just by putting 10% of your portfolio into every one of my trades.

If you just did what I did, you’d be retired by now.

So what do you do? The answer is a simple strategy that makes the Speed Retirement System so successful—Hyper-Compounding.

With hyper-compounding you simply take your gains (just your gains!) from one position and reinvest it in the next position. The money you make goes right back to work for you, and you make more and more money each time, reinvesting and compounding your gains. It’s simple and dramatically lowers your risk.

So let’s see how hyper-compounding’s less risky approach works in the real world. What happens if you invested 10% of your portfolio per trade each time I made a recommendation?

- In 2008, you would have turned $10,000 into $58,935.89 - a 589% return while only risking a reasonable portion of your portfolio!
In 2009, my performance dropped and I only earned **280.3% on all my recommendations**. Still, if you followed my **trusted 10% rule**, along with my hyper-compounding method, you would have still finished the year with $165,191.32.

In 2010, I bounced back despite having 24 losers for the year my winners were strong enough to produce a **426.3% gain** overall turning your **$10,000 account into $538,979.90 in pure profit**.

In 2011 I produced a **412.4% return**. Chances are that’s a lot better than what your portfolio has performed over the same time period.

But if you look at my track record, you know that I also have some pretty big losers too. So losses are always possible.

**My answer to that is... when you win 76.2% of the time... you follow a hyper-compounding strategy... and you manage your money properly... so that your winners not only cancel out your losers...**

**They put you WAY AHEAD!**

Just imagine getting monthly income checks from your portfolio by the end of the third year. They’re $10,739... $25,982... $57,753... or more.

All from a modest $10,000 account when you started—without adding any more money to the portfolio outside of the returns you generate!

Get started on a system that has proven successful almost 76.2% of the time turning $10,000 into $2.2 million in just 5 years—whether the market was up, down or sideways.

To learn more about my money-making strategies and investment recommendations, visit my website at: [marketauthority.com/speed-retirement/join/](http://marketauthority.com/speed-retirement/join/)

To a prosperous nest egg,

Ian Cooper
*Speed Retirement System*
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